Is your confidential data safe?
Your password. A customer’s social security number. A client’s health records. Bank records. Tax
records. Invoices. This data exists even as companies dispose of outdated computer equipment and
data storage devices after having them “wiped clean.” Savvy data thieves can sometimes restore
information even if it appears to have been erased. This makes those old computers targets for
information theft.
In today’s world, it’s impossible not to rely heavily on the electronic storage of data, which means it’s
imperative to have the ability to destroy data with complete assurance when finished with the data or
upgrading computer hardware. It is the responsibility of companies that use confidential information to
protect this data. Legislation regarding breaches can impose fines up to $250,000 and even prison time
for each instance of privacy breach.
In order to address this need and growing concern, SecureRMS , a local Sanford company, has added
hard drive destruction s to its confidential document destruction services . Certified and background
checked Customer Service Drivers retrieve hard drives from your location, and securely transport them
in GPS monitored trucks to the secure video‐monitored facility. Hard drives are degaussed and then
physically destroyed, making them totally unusable.
As a nationally certified (NAID) confidential information destruction business, SecureRMS provides high
quality services at competitive prices. For the past 4 years, SecureRMS has been providing secure
document shredding services to over 180 customers in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Massachusetts. The addition of hard drive destruction is a natural fit and follows the same secure 32‐
point chain of custody as the document shredding service. Destruction of electronic data on disks, hard
drives and back‐up devices is guaranteed with a Certificate of Destruction.
SecureRMS is a social enterprise of Waban and is recognized by NISH, the National Institute for the
Severely Handicapped. This means that SecureRMS creates employment opportunities for people with
disabilities and channels all of its proceeds to support Waban’s mission of providing essential services
and programs for children and adults with developmental or other disabilities. The growth of the paper
shredding service and the addition of the hard drive destruction service has allowed SecureRMS to
increase the size of the workforce to 11 jobs for individuals with disabilities.
With Earth Day approaching, SecureRMS Operations Manager Edward LaLone is proud to note that, “All
materials are recycled, whether paper, cardboard or whatever is left over after a hard drive has been
destroyed, making a big impact on the environment.”
Since 2010, SecureRMS has securely destroyed and recycled tons of documents that effectively have
saved 12,148 trees; 5,001,920 gallons of water; 2,929,696 Kw of electricity; 42,874 lbs. of air pollutants;
and 3,573 cubic yards of landfill. This equates to $3,686,904.32 of financial value of resources saved
according to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency calculations.
Using SecureRMS gives the peace of mind that comes with the complete assurance that confidential
information has been securely destroyed, the good feeling of creating work opportunities for individuals
with disabilities and the satisfaction of knowing that all materials are recycled for a positive impact on
the environment. To learn more about SecureRMS, visit www.securerms.com.

